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Abstract - Today, network security is one of the most prominent issues to be considered in networks [1]. In general, network 
security depends on three main factors: network design, appropriate equipment, trained personnel. Through this paper, we 
designed three safety ratings in networks. The network is designed by GNS3[2] and the main design of all networks is 
designed from four servers (web server, email server, web application, the domain controller) and other network devices 
based on each design [3] [4]. The first design is less secure because network does not contain any firewall to secure and filter 
traffic. The second design is an average security because it contains a firewall that filters traffic and prevents any unwanted 
traffic and malicious activities occurring in the network. The third This design is considered advance secured design, it has 

two firewall one is multilayer firewall (stateful) and other is Next Generation firewall NGFW, and the public servers are 
isolated in different zone and subnet which is called DMZ zone [5]. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Wireless and wired systems are an important 

innovation that has brought many benefits to the 

computer's network and internet. The most important 

benefits of networking technologies are their ability 

to enable users to access and exchange information 

and services, regardless of their physical location. 

This requires security to save data against attacks and 

risks 

The main contribution of this research is a network 
design proposal that provides a high security level for 

data centers while maintaining network performance 

by implementing the DMZ concept and VLANs and 

then evaluating the improvement by using risk 

analysis technique. 

Through our paper, We designed three safety ratings 

in networks. The network is designed by GNS3 and 

the main design of all networks is designed from four 

servers (web server, email server, web application, 

the domain controller) and other network devices 

based on each design. Servers, users, and hackers are 

designed for virtual machines in VMware 
Workstation. Each device is connected to GNS3 and 

the penetration is tested using Kali Linux on a virtual 

machine. The penetration is then tested through the 

HTTP, FTP, and SMB protocols. 

The first design is less secure for the following 

reasons: network does not contain any firewall to 

secure and filter traffic. It only depends on the unsafe 

router access list effectively because it is highly 

vulnerable to IP spoofing attacks. The design is not 

secure because all servers are on the same network 

even if there is a public server connected to the 
Internet. The risk lies in allowing the hacker access to 

any public server and thus hacker can access other 

servers that are considered a domestic server. The 

second design is an average security because it 

contains a firewall that filters traffic and prevents any 

unwanted traffic and malicious activities occurring in 

the network. The third This design is considered 

advance secured design, it has two firewall one is 

multilayer firewall (stateful) and other is Next 

Generation firewall NGFW, and the public servers 

are isolated in different zone and subnet which is 

called DMZ zone because the servers are accessible 

from outside which internet and reduce and mitigate 

the risks we isolated it. 
We attempted to conduct a port scan. This provided 

us with a listing of listening ports, which could be 

used to further target the web server. We set up a 

targeted attack against this system, and we scanned 

the target using OWASP-ZAP to find any gap in the 

website, so we got, two major weaknesses are Path 

Traversal (CWE-22) [6], And SQL (CWE-89) [7]. 

We tried to exploit the gap in the path, then we got to 

the intranet site through the vulnerability. After we 

make sure that Path traversal vulnerability is 

exploitable, we used an exploit code in Metasploit to 

get unauthorized access to the web server. 
We have noticed the design of the three networks: In 

the first design, Hacker can reach all the device in the 

network if he got access to the public server and he 

can be used the compromised device to each other, so 

the Design is not secure. The second design: it is an 

average security because it contains a firewall that 

filters traffic and prevents any unwanted traffic and 

malicious activities occurring in the network. In third 

design: The design has next-generation firewall 

NGFW which can prevent application and network 

attacks and also has a lot of features such as URL 
filtering, antivirus, IPS, etc. 

By extraction the result we have come up with a set 

of recommendations. All public servers connected to 
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the Internet must be isolated and placed in a DMZ 

zone [8]. The firewall must be configured to allow 
only traffic from the Internet to the DMZ zone, and to 

stop all traffic sent to the LAN. The firewall must be 

configured to allow LAN users to access the Internet 

through HTTP and https. All network users must be 

placed in VLANs [9]. All websites and the web 

application must be secure, and all security 

vulnerabilities detected before the application is 

deployed must be fixed. Finally, the web server must 

be secured by the web application firewall to prevent 

all application attacks (SQL injection, XSS, 

CSRF.etc.). 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 

The research methodology followed in this thesis 

consists of several consecutive steps: 

1) Design a network module using network 

simulator. 

2) Monitoring the network performance. 

3) Scanning The network with Wireshark and 

Nmap to find the attacks, before 

implementing security. 

4) Implementing (DMZ, VLANS) in the 

network module. 
5) Monitoring the network performance. 

6) Scanning is made after implementing 

security 

7) Comparing results. 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Experiment Steps: 

1) The Network has been designed by GNS3 

the main design for all networks have 

consist of 4 servers which are (webserver, 

Email server, Web app, Domain Controller) 
and other network devices based on every 

design. 

2) The servers and users, hacker all are virtual 

machine in VMware Workstation. 

3) All devices are connected within the GNS3 

4) The Penetration testing is conducted by 

using Kali Linux on a virtual machine. 

5) The penetration testing is conducted through 

HTTP, FTP, SMB Protocols. 

 

A. First Network Design (Less Secure) 

The first design it considers to be less secure which does not contain any Firewall to secure the network and 

filtering the traffic, its only depends on the Router Access list which is not effectively secure. 

This design is not secure because all servers are in the same network even there is a public server which is 

connected to the internet, so if the hacker got access to any of the public server then the hacker can reach the 

other servers which are considered to be a local server like (Domain Controller). (see Fig: 1) 
 

 
 

Fig1. Less Secure design 

 

We attempted to conduct a port scan. This provided us with a listing of listening ports, which could be used to 

further target the webserver. (Fig: 2) 
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Fig2. A port scan screen 

 

To prepare a targeted attack against this system, we scanned the target using OWASP-ZAP to find any 

vulnerability in the website, we found two high vulnerabilities which are Path Traversal (CWE-22) and SQLi 

(CWE-89(After we found this vulnerability. we tried to exploit the path traversal vulnerability in the URL 

“/aboutus.php?location=” to make sure the target is exploitable, we found that the target is vulnerable, so we can 

exploit it now as you can see in the fig: 3.  We have accessed the intranet website through the vulnerability. 
After we make sure that Path traversal vulnerability is exploitable, we used an exploit code in Metasploit which 

is (exploit/UNIX/web app/php_include) to get unauthorized access to the web server. Then we make sure that 

all options are set. We ran the exploit successfully, then we got a meterpreter session, also we interact with it. 

 

 
Fig3. Scan using OWASP-ZAP to find any vulnerability screen 
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Fig4. Exploit the path traversal vulnerability Screen 

 

We have used this compromised web server session to map out other devices in the network in this case as you 

can see.We have discovered two hosts.We can reach through the compromised web server session which is 

(10.185.10.34,10.185.10.55). 

 

 
Fig5. Map out other devices in the network 

 

B. Second Network Design (Moderate Secure) 

The second design is considered to be moderate secure because it contains a firewall which is filtering the traffic 

and blocking any unwanted traffic and malicious activities, but the design has some vulnerabilities like the 

public servers which are in the same network with the local servers, the public servers which they are connected 

to internet must be isolated in anther zone like DMZ zone because malicious users can reach the public servers 
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from the untrusted zone which is internet and if hackers got inside any public server then he can reach other 

servers in the same zone ,so public servers should be isolated.( Fig : 7) 

 

 
Fig6. Moderate Secure 

 

We attempted to conduct a port scan. This provided us with a listing of listening ports, which could be used to 

further target the webserver. (Fig:8) 

 

 
Fig7. A port scan 

 

As you can see the results of port scanning not like in the first design because the firewall is configured to allow 

only the HTTP/HTTPS Traffic.To prepare a targeted attack against this system, we scanned the target again 

using OWASP-ZAP to find any vulnerability in the website,and We found two high vulnerabilities which are 

Path Traversal (CWE-22) and SQLi (CWE-89).After we found this vulnerability.We tried to exploit the path 
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traversal vulnerability in the URL “/aboutus.php?location=” to make sure the target is exploitable, and we found 

that the target is vulnerable, so we can exploit it now as you can see in (fig: 9). We have accessed the intranet 
website through the vulnerability 

After we make sure that Path traversal vulnerability isexploitable, weused an exploit code in Metasploit which is 

(exploit/unix/webapp/php_include) to get unauthorized access to the webserver. 

After we make sure that all options are set.We ran the exploit successfully. Thenwe got a meterpreter 

session.Also,we interact with it. 

 

 
Fig8. 4 scan using OWASP-ZAP 

 

 
Fig9. Run the exploit successfully 
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We have used this compromised web server session to map out other devices in the network in this case as you 

can see. We have discovered two hosts. We can reach through the compromised web server session which is 
(10.185.10.34,10.185.10.55). 

 

 
Fig10. Two hosts reach through the compromised 

 

C. Third Network Design (Advance Secure) 

This design is considered advance secured design, it has two firewall one is multilayer firewall (stateful) and 

other is Next Generation firewall NGFW,and the public servers are isolated in different zone and subnet which 

is called DMZ zone because the servers are accessible from outside which internet and reduce and mitigate the 

risks we isolated it. 

As we can see the design has next-generation firewall NGFW which can prevent application and network 

attacks and also has a lot of features such as URL filtering, antivirus, IPS, etc. 
The firewall1 is used to defend the network from the internet and filtering the traffic and allow only internet 

users to reach the DMZ servers through ports (http=80, https=443, smtp=25), and block all the traffic to the 

LAN. 

The NGFW is used block and filter the traffic from LAN to the internet and also allow only traffic from DMZ to 

Production servers in datacenter if it needed and block all the traffic from the internet to production servers in 

the datacenter. 

 

 
Fig11. Advance Secure 
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We attempted to conduct a port scan again. This provided us with a listing of listening ports, which could be 

used to further target the web server. (Fig: 13) 

 
Fig12. A port scan  screen 

 
As you can see the results of port scanning not like in the first and second design because the firewall is 

configured to allow only the HTTP/HTTPS/SMTP Traffic. 

To prepare a targeted attack against this system, We scanned the target again using OWASP-ZAP to find any 

vulnerability inthe website. We found two high vulnerabilities which are Path Traversal (CWE-22) and SQLi 

(CWE-89). 

After We found this vulnerability. We tried to exploit the path traversal vulnerability in the URL 

“/aboutus.php?location=” to make sure the target is exploitable. we found that the target is vulnerable, so we can 

exploit it now as you can see in the figure. We have accessed the intranet website through the vulnerability 

After we make sure that Path traversal vulnerability is exploitable. We used an exploit code in Metasploit which 

is (exploit/Unix/web app/php_include) to get unauthorized access to the web server. 

After we make sure that all options are set. We ran the exploit successfully and I got a meterpreter session and I 

interact with it. 

 
Fig13. Exploit target 
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Fig14. Meterpreter 

 

IV. STRENGTH AND WEAKNESSES POINTS: 

 

A. The First Design 

 The First Design Strength Points: 

1) The design configuration is easy 

2) Access List is configured to permit users to 

reach internet through ports (http=80, 

https=443) 

3) Access list only allows traffic from the 

internet to web server and external mail 

server and block traffic to other servers. 

4) The design is very easy to troubleshoot 

5) The design is not costly. 

 The First Design Weaknesses Points: 
1) The design only depends on the Router 

Security features which are not enough to 

secure the network 

2) The public servers are in the same network 

with local servers which may lead to risks 

because publicservers are connected to the 

internet and may hackers can reach the local 

servers if they got access to any of the public 

the server like a web server. 

3) Router Access list which is configured in the 

router is vulnerable to IP spoofing attack, 
because Access list only filter and check the 

source and destination IP address and ports 

but will not check the TCP flags which is 

used to start the TCP Sessions (Syn/Ack, Fin 

,Urg ,Push..etc). 

4) Also, the network is vulnerable to scanning 

attacks, virus and worms, because it does not 

have Intrusion Prevention system IPS. 

5) Users are more vulnerable to attack because 

there is no any proxy or firewall to defend 
them. 

 

B. The Second Design 

 The Second Design Strength Points: 

1) The firewall can secure the network from 

any attacks from the internet. 

2) The design is moderate secure because the 

firewall is filtering traffic from the internet 

to the LAN and it's only allowing the 

specified services like HTTP and https. 

3) The firewall can detect any IP spoofing 

attacks because this device is a statefull 
firewall which can filter and check the TCP 

flags. 

4) The design is moderate secure because the 

users and servers are isolated and the traffic 

between them is filtered by the firewall so 

also, we can control the traffic to the servers. 

 The Second Design Weaknesses Points: 

1) The public servers are in the same network 

with local servers which may lead to risks 

because public servers are connected to the 

internet and may hackers can reach the local 
servers if they got access to any of the public 

the server like a web server. 

2) The design is the single point of failure if the 

firewall is down that means all the network 

is down so high availability must be there to 

ensure continuity of work. 

3) The firewall can't prevent application attacks 

such as phishing, spamming, cross-site 

scripting XSS, SQL injection, CSRF, 
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command injection, HTTP/HTML exploits, 

strip ActiveX tags, strip Java applets. 
4) The network doesn't have IPS to prevent 

attacks. 

5) The network is not secure from malicious 

software like virus and worms. 

C. The Third Design 

 The Third Design Strength Points: 

1) The design has two firewalls and they are 

filtering the traffic ingress/egress. 

2) The NGFW can prevent application attacks 

such as phishing, spamming, cross-site 

scripting XSS, SQLinjection, CSRF, 

command injection, HTTP/HTML exploits, 
strip ActiveX tags, strip Java applets. 

3) The Firewall1 rule is only allowing traffic 

from internet users to DMZ server with 

specified ports and block the internet traffic 

to LAN. 

4) The firewall1 is translating the LAN 

network to public ip so the private network 

can reach the internet and also can be hiding 

the real IP addresses of the users. 

5) The public servers are isolated in DMZ zone 

which if its hacked it will not affect the other 
network and hacker cant reach the 

production servers in the datacenter. 

6) The NGFW can block all the malicious 

websites and packet with URL filtering and 

antivirus features. 

7) The NFGW is blocking the traffic from 

everywhere except the LAN and DMZ with 

specified ports. 

8) The NFGW also can work as a proxy for the 

LAN users to defend them from malicious 

websites. 

 

V. RESULT 

 

A. The First Design Result 

In the first design, Hacker can reach all the devices in 

the network if he got access to the public server and 

he can use the compromised device to reach the other.  

so the Design is not secure.The public server must be 

isolated from the production servers it should be in 

separated are DMZ, and firewalls are needed in the 

design to control and filter the traffic.In [58],the 

authors presented a protocol called MSR,which can 
perform at a high security level and provides more. 

 

B. The Second Design Result 

The second design is only filtering the traffic and 

only allow HTTP/https traffic from internet but still 

hacker can reach the public server and hacker 

scanned the web server and detect it vulnerabilities 

which are in the application and hacker exploit it this 

vulnerability and got access to the web server and 

still the issue there that hacker can reach the other 

devices because the devices are in the same area and 

subnet ,the public server should be isolated in DMZ 

Zone. 
 

C. The Third Design Result 

The third design is considered secure because it has 

two firewall, the firewall1 is filtering the traffic and 

allowing only to access the DMZ servers with 

HTTP/https/SMTP ports and blocking the traffic to 

other zones, the NGFW is allowing only the web 

server and external mail server to reach the server 

farm servers with specified ports. 

The hacker got to reach the web server and hacked 

but when he trying to map out the other devices in 

server farm the hacker couldn't reach due to the 
second firewall which is filtering the traffic that why 

we can say this design is secure because the public 

server which is connected to internet is isolated if it 

got hacked, a hacker can't reach the other devices. 

 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

1) All the public servers which are connected 

to the internet must be isolated from the 

server farm and must an isolated zone which 

is DMZ zone. 
2) All the firewall shall be configured to allow 

only traffic from the internet to DMZ zone 

and must block all the traffic destined to 

LAN 

3) All the firewall shall be configured to allow 

LAN users to reach internet through HTTP 

and https. 

4) All the Lan users must be in different VLAN 

than the Server farm. 

5) All the traffic from LAN users to server 

farm must be filtered and allow only specific 

ports. 
6) The firewall is translating the LAN network 

to public IP so the private network can reach 

the internet and also can be hiding the real 

IP addresses of the users 

7) All the websites and web application must 

be secure and all the vulnerabilities which 

are detected must be patched before 

publishing the app. 

8) The web server must be secured by Web 

Application Firewall to block all application 

attacks (SQL injection, XSS, CSRF..etc) 
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